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Spivac k and Shure's (1 974) Interpersonal Cognitive ProblemSolving (ICPS) model was evaluated on Educable
Retarded (EMR) children.

~lentally

The major question was whether

the implementation of Shure and Spivack's (1 978) Kindergarten Interpersonal Problem-Solving Program (KI PS ) would
enhance the ICPS skills and behavioral adjustment of EMR
children up to t he level needed for successful integration
into the regular classroom.

The study included 40 EMR

children from ages eight t o f ourteen.

The subjects were

divided equally into two groups, one receiving Shure and
Spivack's (1 978) KI PS program and one receiving informal
social skills training .

Thsse groups were divided further

into a younger gr oup, ages eight to nine. and an older
g r oup. a ges ten t o fourteen.

In both treatment groups

t he specia l educa t i on teachers directly administered the
program to the children.

The experimenter served a s a

consultant t o t he tea chers.

Two eva lua ti on measures were

used, Spivack and Shure's (1 974) Preschool Interpersonal
Proble m- Solving Test (an alternative thinking measure)
and Kendall and Wilcox's (1 979) Self-Control Rating Scale
viii

(a behavioral adjustment measure).
was utilized to

aSS888

An analysis of variancs

both evaluation measures.

It was

found that on the Preschool Interpersonal Problem-Solving
Test there were significant main effects for the type of
training the subjects received (F - 17.14, P < .01), the
age of the subjects (F - 6.26, p < .05), and pre- versus
post-testing (F - 56.11, P < .01).

There were two signifi-

cant interactions, a three-way interaction between age of
subjects, type of training, and pre- versus poat-testing

(F. 6.60, p < .05), and a two-way interaction between
type of training and pre- versua post-teating (F • 56.11,
P < .01).

The NewaaD-(.ul's Multiple Ranga Teat was uaed

to analyze the interactiona.

It was found that both the

young and old experi.ental groupa obtained a aignificant
increaae in their Preschool Interpersonal Problem-Solving
Teat score a from pre- to post-teating (p < .01) while
neither the young nor the old control groupe had a aignificant increase from pre- to poat-teat.

On the othar

evaluation .eaaure, the Self-Control Rating S08la, a aignificant main effect was found for pre- veraus post-tasting.
There were no other significant main effecta or intaractioDB
found.

These findings Buggeat that Shura and Spivack'.

(1978) KIPS program incresses alternative thinking and ICPS
skills, and improves the self-control of els ..ntary aged
EMR childran.
cost-efficient.

This study, beside being effective, was alao
The program lastad only about five and
ix

one-half weeks and too k only 10 to 40 minutes each day to
present.

In addition, the consultation model was used

which reduced the amount of time the experimenter had to
spend running the study.

Inferences from the findings of

this study may be limited, due to the possible lack of
equivalent samples.

The control and experimental groups

were not matched according to SES and IQ ~

From the results

ot this atudy and other problsm-solving studies involving
children, there appear to be many areas that need to be
further investigated.
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CHAPTER I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The following review will focus .. iDly on studies
emphasizing the training of cognitive strategieo for
dealing with interpersonal situations.

In addition,

reBearch and theory concerning the proble.. aolving and
behavioral deficits of mentally retarded children will
be covered.

The purpose of this review is to de.anstrate

that proble..aolving training is a potentially effective
training model for Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR) children.
Up until now, nc one has imple..nted an interperscnal
cognitive problem-solving training progr.. · with EMR children.
The areas deacribed have been divided into three categories:
(a) characteristics cf retarded children; (b) proble..
solving training progr. .s; and (c) atate..nt of the proble ••
Characteristic. of Retarded Children
Problem-sclving abili tiea appears to be an area of
deficiency for mentally retarded children.

Kcbinson and

Robinscn (1976), spitz and Nadler (1974), and Gruen and
Korte (19730 fcund significant differences between nor..l
and retarded children on proble.. aolving tasks.

Retarded

children parfor.ed poorly on taaks requiring the. to develcp
1
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strategies and to plan courses of action prior to making a
response (Gruen & Korte, 1973 ; Spitz & Nadler, 1974).
This deficit in mentally retarded children's problemsolving abilities may not only be related to

but could

also be an underlying cause of their deviant behaviors in
the classroom.

Spivack and Shure (1974) have demonstrsted

that with non-retarded children, problem-solving is an
important mediator of behavioral adjustment.

SpiTack and

Shure (1974) have found that non-retarded children's 8&1adaptive behaviors .ay be indicative of a deficit in
prob18lll-solving skills.

SpiTack and Shure (1974) haTe

successfully increa.ed the problem-solving abilities of
non-retarded children and concurrently reduced .aladaptive
behaviors.

The maladaptive behaviors which were -adified

included impulSivity, 1Dbibition, short attention span,
distractibility, and exces.ive deaands made on a teaCher'.
time.

In addition, Spivack and Shure (1974) were alsc able

to increase the frequency of three adaptive behavior ••
These behaviors were concern for others, shcwing initiative
in what one does, and completing activities by oneself.
Many authors .aintain that a .entally retarded child
cannot be successfully transfered from a self-contained
classroom to a regular ,lassroom without any preparation
or special training (Baldwin, 1958 ; Birch, 1974; JOhnaon,

1950; Rob1naon & Robinson, 1976).

When an unprepared

mentally retarded child is placed in a regular classrocm,
he or she will face rejection and isolation from the nOn-
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re tarded cla ssmate s (Baldw in , 1950 ; Johnson & Kirk, 1950 ).
This socia l stig mltlzat10n occurred despite the fact that
teachers made an effort to integrate the mentally retarded

chi ldren into the regular classroom (Johnson & Kirk, 1950) .
Baldwin (1958) and Johnson (1950 ) maintained that the
reasons for rejection were most frequently based on behaviors unacceptable to the non-retarded children.

The

behavior problems that interfere with successful integration
appear to be of many types including impulsivity, short attention span, distractibility, high activity level, and
demands for and use of too much of the teacher's time

(Birch, 19'/4; Palmer, 1980).

These behaviors are similar

to those discussed earlier which were modifiable using
Spivack and Shure's (1974) program witn non-retarded children.
Problem-Solving Training Programs
There have been many problem-solving programs.

To

understand the similarities and differences and strengths
and weaknesses of these other problem-solving programs in

comparison to Spivack and Shure's program, they will be
briefly summarized.
three sections:

The programs have been divided into

(a) verbally mediated self-control training;

(b) role-play training; and (c) Spivack and Shure's interparsonal sognitive problem-solving training.
Verbally Mediated Self-Control Training
Meichenbaum and Goodman's (1971) program was one of
the first problem-solVing programs for children.

They

designed an intervention strategy to teach verbally medi-
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ated self-control to impulsive second gr aders .

They found

it possible to t r ain the children first to tal k out l oud
and then to themselves about a problem.

T e investiga tors

found that their method was effective in producing a more

cognitively reflect1ve approach in tne trained subjects as
compared to the control Bub jects on impersonal tasks

(Matching Familiar Figures Test, Porteus Mazes, and Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Chi ldren (WISC] Performance I Q).
However, there was no significant generalization of training
effects in classroom observations of inappropriate behavior
or of ratings for cooperativeness, self-control, and ac-

tivity level.

Other studies using similar verbal self-

instruction techniques designed to help children develop
their problem-solving skills have demonstrated positive
findings on academic tasks such as in the Matching Familiar
Figures Test and Porteus Mazes (e.g., Kendall & Finch,

1976, 1978; Douglas, Parry, Marton, & Garson, 1976).

The

evidence of generalization of training effects on classroom

behavior is inconsistent (Meichenbaum & Asarnow, 1979).
Goodwin and Mahoney (1975) applied verbal selfinstructional procedures to modify interpersonal behavior.
They used modeling of overt self-instructions to help
develop impulse control of aggressive children.

The

examiners observed a substantial decrease in disruptive
classroom behavior one week after tralning.

Camp, Bloom, Herbert, and van Doornick (1977) developed a
program entitled Think Aloud which appliee aelf-instructional

5

methods more specifically to the training of interpersonal
problem-solving processes.

First, Camp at al. (1977) had

tne children identify e.otions; aecond, t he children considered what might happen next; and finally, they had the
children generate aany alternatives to a given proble ••
Result. Showed that both trained and untrained aggr.s.ive
groupe improved on aggressive behavior ratings.

Even

though th.re w.re no s1gnificant differences obtained
between the control and experimental subJ.cts, teachers
rated the experimental .ubJects as improving .ore on
pro.ocial b.haviore.
Kendall and Wilcox (1979) and K.ndall and Pinch (1979)
have co.bin.d the cognitive-b.havioral procedure. of verbal
self-in.truction, th.rapist .od.ling, and conting.ncy aanage..nt to i.prov. interpersonal proble__ .olving skills.
Th. childr.n ••re first trained in the u.. of •• 1f-1natructiona
to handle .ducational task. and lat.r to handle int.rpersonal probl....

Treat..nt r •• ults indicat. that the

children's self-report did not ohange .

Howev.r, teacher

ratings of self-control (Self-Control Rating Scale, Kendall
and Wilcox, 1979) and hyperactivity (Connors, 1969) de.onatrated th.rapeutic generalisation after treat..nt.
Kendall and Zupan (aa cited in Urbain & Kendall, 1980)
utilized a similar cognitive-hahavioral self-control
training program as K.ndall and Wilcox (1979) and K.ndall
and Pinch (1979).

Howev.r, their progra•• focused aainly

on interper.onal event. rather than acade.ic tasks (pussle
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solving, arithmetic problems, etc.).

The treatment groups

received verbsl self-instructional trsining through modeling,
a response coat for errors. and soc i al and self-reward for

correct behavior.

The cognitive behavioral treatment

program placed the experimental group (who were originally
rated as lacking self-control) within one standard deviation of the normative .ean on the rating of self-control.
According to Urbain and Kendall (1980), one of the
problem. in the verbally .ediated self-control training
programs is the lack of follow-up studies.

Another proble.

may be that the expert.8nters are teaching children what to
think, and not how to think, possibly resulting in a lack
of long ter. generalization of treat..nt effects (SpiT8ck

& Shure, 1974; Urhain & Kendall, 1980).
Role-Play Tra1p1Dg
Van Lieshout, Lecke, and Van Soubeek (1976), KaMsa
(1975), and Iannotti (1978) atte.pted to de?8lop the roletaking abilities of young children.

Van Lieshout et al.

(197&) and Kame.a (1975) utili.ed puppets to help the
children role-play.

Iannotti (1978) had the children act

out ekita (aocial situational to enhance role-taking ability.
In all three studies, diecussiona concerning the thoughts
and feelings of the charactera involved in the role-play
were carried out.

There waa s consistant increase in the

role-playing ability of the children in all thr.e studie ••
Behaviors suoh ae those affected by problem-solving training
( •• g., t.pul.iv.ne •• and inhibition) were not inv•• tieated.

•
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Dupont (as cited in Urbain & Kendall, 1980) developed
a comprehensive program entitled "Toward Affective Devel-

opment."

Although there is a primary emphasis on developing

role-playing abilitiy, there are many other abilities
covered including awareness of individual differences,
emotional and body awareness. and awareness of career op-

portunities.

Urbain and Kendall (1980) report that pre-

liminary outcome data indicate that children who participated in the program scored higher than untreated children
on measures of self-esteem and alternative thInkIng.

Again

there is a lack of behavioral measure.
Elardo and Cooper (1979) developed a social development progru similar to Shure and Spivack's (1978) Kindergarten Interpersonal Problem-Solving (KIPS) program.

Even

though the aajor emphasis is on enhancing perspective taking
abilities, they also attempted to develop other proble.solving abilities 8uch as alternative solution thinking.
Urbain and Kendall (1980), in regard to Elardo and Cooper's

(1979) work, state that:
The outcome data to date indicate that the prograa
was successful in producing Significantly higher
scores for the experimental children versus the nO
treatment controls on measures of cognitive roletaking, alternative thinking, and classroom adjustment, as measured by certsin subscales of the Devereux
Elementary Behavior Rating Scale.

(p. 134)
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All of the role-playing programs covered have been
successful in improving a child's skills at tasks assessing
perspective taking skills.

However, there heve been in-

consistent results concerning behavioral adjustment and a
lack of intormation on long term effects.

At this point,

it is difficult to say whether role-play training is aUfficient for teaching children how to solve many interpersonal problems at home and achool (Spivack, Platt, & Shure,

1976).
Spivack and Shure's Interpersonal Cogp1t1ve P.robl.a-Solv1Dg
Syetem
Since research indicatea that good problea-aolvera
tend to evidence better social ad3uat..nt then thoae with
limited skills in this araa, problaa-aolvlng appear• •
critioal factor in sooial akill. develo,..nt (Spivack &
Shure, 1974).

Most of the re.earch in interper.onal

problem-solving training baa been ba.ad on the ..thod. of
Gold!ried and Gold!riad (1975) and Spivaok and Shure (1974).
Gold!ried and Gold!ried (1975) conatructed a problea-solving
method for adults consisting of general orientation, decision making, and verification.

Spivaok and Shure (1974)

provided a variation of this .odel for children involving
determining the problem, alternative solutiOns, alternative
consequences, the appropriata solution, and evaluation.
To better understand Spivack and Shura's interpersonal
cognitive problam-solving .yate., several aresa will be
covered including

(a) Spivack and Shure'. problem-solving
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method; (b ) Spivack and Shure's probl em-solving t:,eory;
(c) a mental health program for Kindergarten children;
and (d) Spivack and Shure's problem-solving research.
Spivack and Shure's problem-solving method .

The

common ele.ent found in Spivack and Shure's work and other
problem-solving training programs i8 that cognitions play
a major role in directing behavior and, thus, the child's
maladaptive thinking styles.

Unique to Spivack and Shure's

system i8 the inclusion of prerequisite language skil18,
teaching children l!!!:! to think and not .!!l!.!! to think, and
their inclusion of only interpersonal training taaks (as
opposed to puzzles, anagrams, etc. which ars defined as
impersonal) •
Since Spivack and Shure discovered that children did
not have the necessary language concepts for Buccesetul
problem-Bolving, they included prerequisite language skills
in their program.

Reaearcb indicate. that ....y cbildren

do not bave a real understanding of eucb worde as "and,"
"or," and "not," even tbougb tbey use tbem (Breiter &
Engleman, 1966).

Consequently, it appeared necessary to

en8ure tbeir ma8tery of sucb words before cbildren received
problem-solving training.
Spivack and Shure'8 emphasis on bow a cbild tbinks
contrasts witb otber metbods that directly tell tbe cbild
wbat to tbink out loud or what to tbink to bia- or berself
(Meichenhaum & Goodman, 1971; Kendall & Fincb, 1976; Goodwin

& Mahoney, 1975).

Tbe fact that behavioral cbange did not
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generalize to other situations as a result of these programs

(e.g., Meichenbaum & Gooman, 1971 ) may be due in part to
the program's failure to guide the children in generating
their own thoughts in problem situations.

Spivack and

Shure (1974) state that "It is likely that children of all
ages adjust across a range of situations when they acquire
tools of thought that are useful and applicable from situation to situation" (p. 27).
Finally Spivack and Shure's choice to base program
content on people and interpersonal relations rather than
impersonal, academic situations dist1nguiabe. th.ir progr..
from the others covered.

They believe that th.ir 1nalu.ion

of interper.onal situations will be mora r.l.vant to enhancing social adjust..nt.
Spivaok and Shure'. proble __ eolv'PS tbeorY.

In ••••no ••

Spivack and Shure's theory of problem-solving aaintalDa that
there is a group of interpersonal cognitiv. probl....olving
(Ieps) skills thst ..diate the quality of our .oaial
ment.

ad~ust

The purpose of their research was to id.ntify and

measure these skills to demonstrate their relationship to
social adjustment, to discover how they are learn.d, and to
develop educational and treatment programs to enhance their
operation.
Spivack, Platt, and Shure (1976) maintain that there
are multiple IepS skills rather than a single, unitary
problem-solving ability, and the significance af .ach Ieps
skill in determining degrees of social adju.t..nt ..y
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differ with age.

Over a s erie s of seven s tud i e s, Spivack

and Shure found that, independent of general verbal skills,
children who were overly impatient or who were withdrawn

were particularly more deficient than their adjusted
peers in two Ieps skill..

These include the ability to

generate alternative solutions (as measured on Shure and
Spivack's Preschool Interpersonal Problem-Solving Test)
and the consequential thinking or ability to fore8ee alternative actions that might happen next if a child carried
out a solution (as mea8ured on Shure and Spivack's What
Happen8 Next? game).

Other IepS skil18 SpiYack and Shure

have identified as being important in facilitating behavioral
change include the ability to reoognize that there is a
problem (problem 8ensitivity); the capacity to articulate
the step by step means that may be neces.ary to carry out
the solution (meane-ends); and the ability to relate one
event to another over time with regard to ·why" that might
have precipitated the act (causal thinking).

Spivack et

al. (1976) maintain tha. it is a deficiency in these mediating thought proce8ses that leads to interpersonal mi8judgment and 80cial frustration.
The most important IepS skill for children, according
to Spivack and Shure'8 research, is alternative thinking.
Spivack et al. (1976) state that "Youngsters who improved
most in alternative thinking skill. a8 a function of
training al80 improved most in the interpersonal behaviors"
(p. 50).

The aS8umption i8 that alternative .olution
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thinking works as a mediator of healthy interpersonal
functioning.
Spivack and Shure (1974) insist that the use of their
program is not limited to children of average or above
average intelligence.

Spivack and Shure (1974) state,

"Although this is a cognitive training program, its utility
is not limited to a specific group on the basis of measured
impersonal cognitive ability" (p. 106).

Throughout Spivack

and Shure's work in this field, they have found that their
programs have improved children's ICPS skills and behavioral
adjustment, independent of measured intelligence.

Spivack

and Shure (1974) further mention that "as yet we do not
know the level of intellectual ability below which the
program is ineffective" (p. 106).

Their programs have

inclUded children with IQ's ranging from 70-120.
In a review of ICPS skill. training programs, Spivack
et al. (1976) maintained that more intensive intervention
may be needed with older elementary children than with
younger elementary children to modify deSirable behaviors.
Other investigators have also mentioned that interpersonal
problem-solving training has been mere successfUl with
younger children (see Urbain & Kendall, 1980).
A mental health program for kindergarten children.
Shure and Spivack's program is an upgraded adapt10n of an
earlier developed nursery school program (Shure, Spivack,

& Gordon, 1972; Spivack & Shure, 1974).

The Kindergarten

Interpersonal Problem-Solving (KIPS) program is composed
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of a carefully sequenced series of le ssons in the form of

games a teacher can play with a small group.

The program

takes from about five to twonty minutes each day over a

period of two to three months.

The program has been used

effectively by teachers and teacher's aides.
to improve children's social adjustment.

The goal is

Spivack and Shure

(1974) state that:

The most important of these skills are 1) alternative
solution thinking, the ability to generate different
solutions that might solve an interpersonal problem;
end 2) consequential thinking, the ability to foresee
different things that might happen next if a eolution
is carried out.

(p. v)

The program's use is facilitated by the fact that it does
not require highly specialized training of a special theoretical orientation.
The KI PS lessons are arranged so that children first
learn certain language and th1nking skills prerequisite to
the learning of interpersonal problem-solving skills.
These skills include problem-solving word concepts (a.g.,
or, if-then, same-different, etc.), the ab1lity to identity
emotions and recognize that different people may feel and
think differently, and the ability to f1nd out what others
think and feel.
After the children have mastered the prerequisite
skills, they proceed to the interperaonal cognitive problemsolving section.

This part is divided into three sections,
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alternat ive solutions, consequences , and s olu tion-c onsequence
pairing .

The goal in the alternative so lutions s ection

is to increase the children's abilities to think of as
many different solut ions a s possible to interpersonal
problem Situations presented to them by eliciting possible
solutions and consequences.

The goal of the consequence

section is to help children think about what might happen
next if a solution is carried out.

The goal of the solution-

consequence pairing section is to stimulate children to
offer a solution to a problem, follow it with a consequence,
and go back to the original problem for a second solution
and its possible consequences for as many solutions as a
child can think of.
KIPS has been developed for kindergarten use.

However,

Shure and Spivack (1978) suggest that the KIPS may also b.
useful in the pr1lllary grades and in the ·ma1nBtr..... • class.s.
Spivack and Shure's problem-solving research.

Spivack

and Shure have conduoted three evaluation studies of their
training program.

The first two programs were preliminary.

and the final one was more comprehensive.

In both preliminary studies, the eXper1lllental groups
(tho se receiving Spivack and Shure's training program)
improved signifi cantly in their alternative solution thinking, causal thinking (cause and
and consequential thinking.

effec~

in human behavior).

The percentage of children in

both studies rated as adjusted significantly incrsased
after training.

The number of children rated as sdjusted
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in the control groups remained at the same level.

Spivack

and Shure (1974) maintain tha t the observed improvement in
thinking was unrelated to measured intelligence.

One of the

.oat i.portant findinge in both studies was that the ohildren

showing tha most behavioral improvement (as msasured
behavioral rating scale)

in

a

also demonatrated the largest

gain in problem-solving skills.

According to Spivack and

Shure (1974), "A direct link between improved thinking
(through training) and improved behavioral adjustment was
established" (p. 93).
Ths final, more comprehensive, evaluation included a
larger sample (219 children).

As measured by behavioral

rating scales, the program led to the improved behavioral
adjustment of the trained children.

This increased be-

hav10ral adjustment was found 1n normal, inh1bited, and
impulsive ch11dren.

Spivack and Shure (1974) found a

statistically sign1f1cant relationsh1p between behavioral
1mprovement (as measured on the behavior rat1ng acale) and
enhanced alternat1ve thinking (as measured on the probls __
solving test).

They also found that consequent1al th1nking

reached borderline s1gn1f1cance, and cauaal thinking failed
to reach sign1ficance.

Spivaok and Shure (1974) conclude:

The find1ngs confirmed those of prsliminary studies,
ind1cating that alterring those cognitive problemsolving skills moat related to behavioral adjuatment
improves behavioral adjustment.

The evidence supports

the not10n that the tra1ning program improve. beha-
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vioral a djustment beca use it enhanced problem-solving

ability.

(p . 10 3 )

The six-month follow-up results indicate that the
behavioral improvement a nd alterations in thinking that
occurred during training were maintained.

There was even

evidence suggesting that normal children were also helped
by training.

The training programs appeared to have

lowered the chances that a normal child would later become
maladjusted.
Spivack, Platt, and Shure (1976) said that the train1ng
program had four important effects.

These include a sig-

nificant increase in alternative, consequent1al, and cause
and effect thinking; a sign1f1cant decrease in irreleTBnt
solutions; an increase in the ability to mention nonforceful
as well as forceful solutions; and a signifioant enhancement
of problem-solving ability among thoae who were rated as
needing it most (impulsive and withdrawn children).
Overall, the program has shown that it can aprove
thinking skills related to adjustment; and more importantly,
it can maintain and increase a child's level of behavioral
adjustment.

Finally, the program has demonstrated general-

i"ability across teachers, training centers, and time.
In summary, the results of Spivack and Shure's programs
are encouraging.

A problem in their research is the lack

of measures of observable behavior.

In addition, there

needs to be research done in f inding which of the Ieps
skills might be most responsible for the measured improve-
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ment, determining the eff e cts of sex, age, and social
economic status on problem-solving training , and evaluating

whether their program is effective with children having
I Q's below 75.
Spivack (through personal correspondence, 1980) haa
indicated that he felt the idea of implementing his interpersonal cognitive problem-solving techniques with borderline retarded children would be of great importance.

He

foresees few problems implementing the program as outlined.
Statement of the Problem
Public Law 94-142 mandates a free and appropriate
education in the least restrictive environment to every
child (' mrtin, 1979) .

However, many inveatigators have

found that Educable Mentally Retarded (EMR) children are
placed into restrictive environments--self-contained
classrooms--due to their immature and deviant social
behaviors (Strain & Carr, 1975; Robinaon & Robinson, 1976;
Birch, 1974).

Hill and Strain (1977) maintain that ths

inappropriate behaviors of Er·m. children must be modified
before the integration of E'm. children into the least restrictive environment (regular classroom) can be sucoesaful.

One possible solution to the problem of behavioral

malad justment of EMR children is problem-solving training
( Spivack & Shure, 1974; D'Zurilla & Goldfried, 1971; Urbain

& Kendall, 1980; Elardo & Cooper, 1977).

The purpoae of

this project ia to enhance the behavioral adjuatment of
elementary aged EMR children sufficiently to allow for auc-
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c8ssf ul int egra tion into the normal clas s r oom.

Th is would

be achi eved by implement1ng Shure and Spivack 's (1978)
interper sonal problem-solving approach .
Ma ny invest1gatore have found significant differences

between normal and retarded children in solving problems,
including a failure to develop . trategies prior to making
a response (Robinson & Robinson, 1976; Sp1tz & Nadler, 1974;
Gruen & Korts, 1973).

Retarded ch11dren have deficits in

problem-solv1ng wh1ch may account for the inadequate sslfcontrol as seen in the classroom.

Sp1vack and Shure (1974)

have demonstrated that with non-retarded children, probla __
solving 1s an important med1ator of behav10ral adjust..nt.
Spivack and Shure (1 974) have also found, in atud1es with
non-retarded children, that poor problem-solvers demonstrate
inadequate behavioral adjuatment.

The evidence provided by

Spivack and Shure'a (1974) work in problem-aolving suggeats
that certain problem-solving ab111t1.s facilitats behav10ral
adjustment.

Thus, enhancing these ab111t1es enhances be-

hav10ral adjustment .

Sincs normal ch11dren, demonstrating

1nterpersonal problem-solv1ng d1ff1cult1es, can be treated
uaing problem-solving 1ntervent1on methods (Urba1n & Kendall,

1980; Sp1vack & Shure, 1974; D'Zurilla & Goldtried, 1971;
Elardo, 1974)

i t seems appropriate to study the use of a

problem-solving tra1ning prograa with EKR children who
demonstrate many of the same problems and deficits.
Spivack and Shure (1974) have developed ways to teach
interpersonal cognitive problem-solving skills to non-
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retarded children in a school setting .

In addi tion to

i mproving non-retarded children's problem-solving abilities,

Spivack and Shure's (1974) program has i ncreased children's
behavioral adjustment.

There are many other intervention

programs designed to improve problem-solving and social
skills (see Cartledge & Milburn, 1980).

Howsver, they

focus on e ither teaching specific social skills or modifying what one should think or say.

Spivack and Shure's

(1 974) program attempts to help a child develop problemsolving thinking on one's own.

This may help in achieving

generalization of the treatment effect.
Spivack et al. (1976) also found in their work with
non-retarded latency aged children that the "training
data ••• suggest the possibility that more intensive intervention may be needed than with younger children before
obstreperous behaviors may be significantly reduced" (p. 79).
In addition, they mentioned that the length of training
needed for latency aged children to create increases in
problem-solving skills haa not been established.

From the

available research, it appears that longer, more intensive
training would be needed to facilitate the problem-solving
skills and adaptive behavior of latency aged children as
compared to younger children.
The two goals of this project are to improve EHR
children's problem-solving abilities in the regular school
environment and to evaluate the use of Shure and Spivack's
program on an EMR population.
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Hypotheses
The primary hypothesis is t hat tra ining in problemsolving will enhance the adaptive behavior of EMR children
and consequently allow for more successful integration

into the least restrictive environment.
This study will investigatv the following sub-hypotheses:
1)

The subjects, being presented with the program

(regardless of age), will show a significant increase in
their problem-solving abilities as measured by the Preschool
Interpersonal Problem-Solving Test (Spivack & Shure, 1974)
when compared to controls.
2)

The subjects, being presented with the progr..

(regardless of age), will show a significant decreaae in
their posttest Self-Control Rating Scale (Kendall & Wilcox,
1979) as compared to the controls.

A decrease in the

child's Self-Control Rating Scale indicates an improvement
in the child's self-control.
3)

The younger subjects (ages 8-9), being

present~

wit h the program, will show a significant increase in the
Preschool Interpersonal Problem-Solving scores as compared
to the older age group (ages 10-14).
4)

The younger age group (ages 8-9) will also show

a significant decrease in t he post test Self-Control Rating
Scale s cores as compared to the older age group (ages
10-14).

CHAPTER II
fo!ETROD
Subjects
The subjects in this study were 40 classified Educable
f1entally Retarded (EMR) children, eight to fourteen years
of age.

Four special education teachers from Simpson

Elementary School in the Franklin-Simpaon school system
and from L.C. Curry Elementary School and Parker-Bennett
Elementary School in the Bowling Green City school system
were asked to psrticipate in the program.

All of the

teachers agreed to be involved with the project.

The schools

involved in the project are in a rural area of South
Central Kentucky.
A parental consent form which included information
explaining the study and asking for the parents' signatures allowing their children to be included in the study
was sent home with esch child (see Appendix A).

The

parents were informed that the principle researcher was a
graduate student.

They were also informed that the purpcse

of the study was to improve the social skills at their
children.

Of the 42 parents asked, only two refused to

allow their children to participate.
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This study included 20 children eight to nine years
of age and 20 children ten to fourteen year a of age.

A

total of ten students f r om ages eight to nine years and
ten student s from ages ten to fourteen years served as
experimental subjects.

A matched group served as controls.

All the students that were recruited had a Full Scale score
of between 50-75 on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children-Revised (WISC-R).

The experimental sUbjects wera

all located in Simpson Elementary School while the control
subjects were at L. C. Curry Elementary School and ParkerBennett Elementary School.
The three schools included were not an equivalent
sample since the schools were located in different citi••
and since the students from Simpson Elementary School were
in salf-contained clas.roo •• while the .tud.nt. from L.C.
Curry and Parker-Bennett Elementary School. were in a
resource room.

The children in Simpson Elementary Sohool

were selected as experimental subjects becau •• the •• Ifcontained claesroom allows the problem-solving trainer
(teachar) easier access to all the student., ae the Spivack
and Shure program is best utilized in group .ituation••
Instruments U.ed
The Preschool Interpersonal Probles-Solving (PIPS) Test
This test ia designed to measure the child's cognitive
ability to solve real-life interpersonal problems.

The

test is individually administered to each subject.

This

scale taps each child's ability to name alternative solu-
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tiona to two life-related t ypes of pr oblems:

waya a child

might obtain a toy trom a nother chi ld (peer problema) and
ways a child migh t avert his mother's anger caused by his

damaging property (authority problems ).

For all peer

problema, the child haa to conceptualize ways one child
might obtain a toy trom another.

The child is pre.ented

with a minimum of seven peer-toy situations; but if seven
different solutions are given, the experimenter continues

until the child has run out of options.

For the authority

problems, the child has to conceptualize specific way. to
avoid his/her mother'. anger for acta of property da.age,
such aa breaking her favorite flowerpot.

The child is

presented with a minimum of five similar mother-child eituation.; but if five different .olution. are given, the
experimenter continues until the child haa run out ot optiona.
One point is accumulated tor each ditferent aolution preaented, which yielda a numerical acore (aee Appendix B).
Spivack and Shure (1974) found the inter.corer reliability of the PIPS Test to be .96.

In addition, teat-

reteat reliability over one week yielded a reliability
coefficient of .72 and over three montha yielded a reliability coefficient of .59.
Spivack and Shure (1 974) state that :
validity is claimed for the PIPS Test because the
measure discriminate. between children who differ
in the degree ot behavioral adjuatment exhibited in
the cla.aroom, background, and the tact that the.e
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findings are not accounted f or by general verbal

output during testing of l evel of intellect ual fun ctioning.

(p. 9)

Spivack and Shure (1974) found that there was a direct
relationship between improvement in behavioral adjustment
of both impuls i ve and inhibited children.

This finding

further enhances the validity of the PI PS Test.
The interscorer reliability wss assessed for this
study for this instrument as follows:

first the experi-

menter administered the test; second an unscored copy of

the original protocol was given to another person to
score; and third the experimenter scored the original
protocol:

Five children were tested in this manner.

Agreement was obtained between the two sets of scores
baaed on this formula:

The interscorer reliability on the PIPS Test for this
study was .97.
The Self-Control .ating Scale (SCRS) for Children
The SCRS Scale was designed to assess self-control
in children.

The scale attempts to tap two components

of children's self-control:

cognitive (legislativs) and

behavioral (executive) (see Appendix C).

This scale

contains 33 itsms to be rated by the teachers OD a 7-point
continuum (ons word descriptive anchors are provided at
the extremes of the continuum).

The scale contains 10

items descriptive of self-control (e.g., "Does the ohild
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stick t o what he or she is dOing until he or she is finished
with it? " ) , 13 items indicative of impulsivity (e.g.,
"Does the child grab for the belongings of others? "), and
10 items worded to denote both possibilities (e.g., "Does
the child interrupt inappropriately in conversations or
wait his or her turn to speak?").

For every item, a score

of 1 indicates maximum self-control and a score of 7 maximum impulsivity.

The numbers filled in for all of the

items are added together to attain a numerical score.

A

total score below 150 is indicative of adequate selfcontrol or behavioral adjustment.
Kendall found the internal reliability of the SCRS
Scale to be .98.

Teet-retest reliability over three to

four weeks was .84.

He also found that scorea under 150

have reduced significance.

Kendall (1979) states that:

the intercorrelationa of the self-control measure.
indicated that the SCRS was significantly rela,.d to
both the latency and error measures of the Matching
Familiar Figures (cognitive impulsivity), the Porteus
Q sort, and

~he

behavioral observation total score

(lack of behavioral self-control) .

(P. 1024)

In addition, the SCRS was not found to be significantly
correlated with mental age.

Kendall and Wilcox (1979)

maintain that, "the SCRS appears to measure teachers'
perceptions of both cognitive and behavioral aspects of
self-control and apparently does so independently of
intelligence" (p. 1074).
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Materials Used by Teachers for Im plementation
The following materia ls were used fo r teacher training
and classroom implementation:
1)

A 2x3 I'oot bulletin board

2)

Artificial flowers and animal trinkets

3)

Alligator, whale, duck, and finger puppets de-

picting people
4)

Farmyard animal cutouts

5)

A flannel board with the pictures or My Community,

Food and Nutrition, Transportation, Social Develop-

ment, and Helping and Sharing
6)

The moods and Emotione p1cture set

7)

Two storybooks--Will I Have a Friend? by Miriam

Cohen (1967) and Around Another Corner by Emily
Hearn (1971)
8)

Transportation picture set

9)

The text--Social Adjustment of Young Children by

Spivack and Shure (1 974)
10) Families and Friends picture set
11) "Kindergarten Interpersonal Problem-Solving Script"

from A Mental Health Program for Kindergarten Children
by Shure and Spivack (1978)
These are most of the materials that Spivack and Shure used

in implementing their project.
Procedure

The experimenter served as a consultant to the teachers

throughout tne projact.

The experimenter instructed the
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teachers on how to carry out the pr ogram .

The only direct

contact the experimenter had with t he children was during
the pre- and post-testing.
This project was divided into four phases.
Phase 1
The first meeting with teachers was a brief orientation session lasting approximately one hour.

Its purpose

was to enlist the interest and positive motivation of the
teachers and to explain the basic content and problem-solving
goals of the program.

During this meeting the teachers

were introduced to the idea of a script, the baSic word
concepts, and the way the script is sequenced.

They were

told how each lesson led to the next until the final problemsolving lesson was completed.
Pbase 2
After the initial orientation, the experimenter gave
the PIPS Test to each child, and the teachers completed
the SCRS Scale on each child.
Phase 3
After the testing was completed, the experimenter met
with the teachers at Simpson Elementary School for five
weekly meetings held at the beginning of five consecutive
weeks.

Each teacher acted out the lessons to ensure fa-

miliarity with the games and dialogues before oonducting
them with the children.

In addition, audio tape recordings

of the implementation of the program in ths clae.room were
used as feedback in these meetings.

Following eech weekly
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meeting, t he experimenter observed each teacher present

one of their daily KI PS lessons.

Any discrepancies from

the training program script were discuesed.
The teachers presented two lessons daily, one in the

morning and one in the afternoon.

The lessons took from

five to twenty minutes to complete.

Shure, through per-

sonal corresponsence (1981 ) , stated that using two to three
lessona each day was acceptable.

One teacher presented

the lessons to a group of ten older subjects (ten to fourtesn years of age), and the other teacher presented the
lessons to a group of ten younger subjects (eight to nine
years of age).
Beginning with the second weekly ..ating, any proble.s
a teacher had were discussed, and any sugg.stions for
change in content or method of presentation were implamented, if agreed upon.

Script refine..nt was a continuing

process, as outlined by Spivack and Shure (1974).

Lessons

for the following week were demonstrated and acted out,
and excerpts of the tapes from the previous week were
heard .

Dialogues the teachers could apply informally

throughout the day were also described at these meetings.
The dialogues were presented each week, consistent with
the concepts covered in the formsl training lessons at hand .
The experimenter met with the teachers at L.C. Curry
and Parker-Bennett Elementary Schools only once after the
first orientation meeting.

They were instructsd to present

informal, daily discussions concerning social skills to
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the cont rol subjec ts.

The areas that we re to be c overed

were discussed at the beginning of the s t udy .

The se areas

included peer relationships, f am ily relationships, and
teacher relationships.

There were no other discussions

concerning the topics that were to be covered for the
control subjects.

Phase 4
Arter the program was completed, the experimenter

readministered the PIPS Test to each subject, and the
teachers filled out the SCRS Scale on each subject in
both the control and the experimental groups.
Design
The subjects were equally divided into a control and
an experimental group.

Each of these groups was further

divided into a younger (ages eight to nine years) and an
older (ages ten to fourteen years) group.

This division

into age groups helped control for a ge effects and allowed
an analysis 01' age effects.

In addition, the age division

was practical, for the experimental subjects were already

split into two classrooms (one for the older children and
one for the younger children).

The teachers presented

the experimental subjects with Shure and Spivack's (1978)
KIPS program.

The control subjects received daily, in-

formal discussions concerning social skills by their
teachers.

Each subject was given a pre- and a post-test.

The tests used were the PIPS Test and the SCRS Scale.
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Statist leal Analysis
A 2x2x2 factorial design, with repeated measures on
the pre- and post-tests, was utilized for both the PIPS
Test and the SCRS Scale.

The first factor was the type

of training the subjects received (ICPS skills training) .
The second factor was the age of the subjects (two age
groups, a younger and an older group).

The third and

final factor consisted of the repeated measures.

Thi s

design was necessary to examine the effect. of age and
training and the interaction effects of age by training
on t he measures.

CHAPTER III

RESULTS
The first sub-hypothesis for this study was that the
sxperimental subjects will show an increase in their ability
to name alternatives to problem situations (PIPS Test).
The analysis of variance conducted with the PIPS Test, a
summary of which is shown in Table 1, indicate. that there
was a significant main effect for the type of training the
subjects reoeived (F. 17.14, P < .01).

There were ala a

two significant interactions, a two-way interaction between
the type of training and pre- versus post-te.ting (F· 56.11,
P < .01) and a three-way interaction between age of

.ub~ecte,

type of training, and pre- versus post-testing (F • 6.60,
p < .05).

The Newman-Keul's Multiple Range Te.t wae utilised

to investigate ths significant interactions on the PIPS
Tsst.

The Newman-Keul's Multiple Range Teet was oho.en

because it providss a moderate correction tor ·probability
pyramiding."

This test reduces the probsbility ot tal.ely

rejscting the null hypothesis whsn making multiple
ieons between group means.

co~

A significant increase in PIPS

Tsst scores tram pre- to post-teeting was obtained tor both
the young and old experimental groups (p < .01).
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f~a ble

1

Analysis of Variance
l)res chool I nter per s ona l Problem- Solving 're s t

Sourc e

df

j·1S

F

Age

1

4 2 . 05

6 . 26 *

Tra in ing

1

11 5 . 20

17 .1 4 **

Age x Tr a i ni ng

1

6 . 05

36

6 . 72

1

6 1 . 25

Age x Ti me of Te st i ng

1

0 . 00

Ti me o f Test ing x
Tr ai ning
Age x Ti me of Test ing
x Tr
a ining
-,
!:.o rr or .....

1

6 1 . 25

1

7 . 20

36

1 . 09

:srrorb

Ti me of Tes t ing

(Pre vers us Pos t)

*.1)

< . 05

**.£ .( . 0 1

1

56 . 11 **
1
56 .11 * *
6 . 60 *
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the young nor old contro l groups obtained a significant
increase i n their PI PS Te st sc ore s between pre- and post-

testing.
The second sub-hypothesis was that t he experimental
subjects will demonstrate a decrease in their scores on

the behavioral rating scale (SCRS Scale).

The analysis

of variance performed with the SCRS Scale, a summary of
which is s hown in Table 2, indicates that there was only
a significant main effect for pre- versus post-testing
(F - 3.64, p < .1 0) .

Both the experimental and control

subjects obtained a decrease in their SCRS scores.

There

were no other significant main or interaction effects.
The third sub-hypothesis was that of the experimental
subjects, the younger children will produce a greater
incrsase in naming alternatives for problems than the
older children (PIPS Test).

The analysis of varianoe

conducted with the PIPS Test, a summary of which is shown
in Table 1, indicates that there was a significant ..in
effect for the sge of the subjects (F - 6.26, P < .05).
A t-test was conducted to determine if there was a significant difference obtained between the gaine made by the
older experimental subjects and the younger experimental
subjects on the PIPS Test.

The older experimental subjects

evidenced a significantly greater increase ot alternatives
given from pre- to post-teat than ths younger experimental
subject. (p < .10).
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Table 2
Ana l ys i s of Variance

Se lf- Control Rating Sca l e
Source

df

MS

I

Age

1

2 16 3 . 20

1

~' r a i ning

1

9548 . 45

1

/\g e x Tr a i ning

1

4 . 05

1

36

313 393 . 11

1

3808. 80

1

3 . 20

1

1

36 1 . 25

1

1

14 . 45

1

36

1041 . 0 6

Errorb
lJ.' ime of Tes t ing

(Pre versus Post)
Age x Ti me of Tes ting
Ti me of Test i ng x
Training
Ag e x 'r i me of Testing

x Tr a ining
Error"l

*1' < . 10

3 . 64*
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The fourth sub-hypothe sis was that of the experimental
group. the younger aged children wi ll show a significantly
greater decrease in their posttsst SCRS scores when com-

pared to the older aged children.

A t-test was performed

to examine whether there was a significant difference
between the average reduction of scoras between pre- and

post-tests for the younger and older children.
fe~ence

The dif-

between the average reduction in ecoroa for the

younger and older children was not significant.

CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Analyses of Data
In Figure 1 are data for the mean scores on the PIPS
Test from pre- to post-testing for each group.

The data

show the interaction effects that occurred in the analysis
of the PIPS Test scores.

An

analysis of the interaction

effects demonstrate that, as predicted, the exper1mental
subjects showed signif1cant improvement whereas the control
subjects did not.

Regarding changes in problem-solving

ability, as measured by the PIPS Test, 19 of the 20 experimental subjects increased their ability to give relevant
solutions to real-life problems.

An

increase in this

ability occurred for only five of the 20 control subjects.
The average increase in alternatives given on the PIPS
Test was 3.5 for the experimental subjects and 0 for the
control subjects.

Spivack and Shure (1974) also found

similar results with the PIPS Test for their program
using younger, non-retarded children.

The results of this

project indicate that Shure and Spivack's (1978) KIPS
program enhanced specific interpersonal th1nking skills,
naming alternative solut10n thinking for the derined EMR
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population.

Alternative s o lution thinking, according to

Spivack and Shure ( 1974 ) , is the most significant mediator
of behavioral adjustment in children.
The graph of the mean SCRS scores for each group
from pre- to post-testing is shown in Figure 2.

The data

show that, as predicted, the experimental subject. achieved
a decrease on the behavior rating Bcale, SCRS.

Of the

experimental subjects, 80% showed a decrease in the SCRS
score.

They went from an average score ot 151.5 to an

average score ot 142.3.

This decreaae indicate a that as

a reault ot training the experimental sub3ects exhibited
improved selt-control as measured by changes in obserTed
behavior.

These results are consiatent with Spi?&ck and

Shure's (1974) work with non-retarded children where they
tound that the program appeared to improve the behavioral
adju.tment ot children a8 measured in the Devereux Child
Behavior Rating Scale.
contrary to the predictions concerning the expari..ntal
group. the older children demonstrated a significantly
larger increase in the number of alternatives given on
the PIPS Test as compared to the younger children.

The

average increase in the number of alternative. given by
the older group was 4.1 and by the younger group 2.9.
This finding indicates that the KIPS program was more effective in enhancing the problem-solving skills of older
EMR children than younger EMR children.

It appear. that

the older EMR children were at a level of social and mental
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maturity that allowed them to benefit more from the program.
On the SCRS Scale, both the younger and older children
1n the experimental group demonstrated im pr ovement.

The

younger children showed a decrease of 9 .1 pOints, going from

an average score of 157. 0 (indicating inadequate selfcontrol) to an average score of 147. 9 (indicating adequate
Belf-control).

The older children demonstrated a decrease

of 10 pOints, going from an average score of 146.6 to an
average score of 136.6.

For both age groupe it appears

that the KIPS program is equally effective in improving
the behavioral adjustment of EMR children.

However, the

average difference obtained between pre- and post-tests
for the younger children is difficult to compare to the
average difference obtained by the older children because
both pre- and poat-teat acores for the older children are
under 150.

Aa stated earliar, soores under 150 on the

SCRS haTe reduced significance.
An

unexpected finding was that the control aubjacts

also demonstrated a decrease in their SCRS acoreB from
pre- to post-test.

They went from an average score of

134.2 on the pretest to an average Bcore of 116.2 on the
pOBttest.

There are many fsctors which may have sccounted

for this decrease.

First. the informal social skills

lessons presented by the teachers may have been effective.
It ia difficult to determine if the informal Bocial Bkills
le.Bons were influential in the decreaBe in SCRS BCOre.
because the lessons were not monitored by the experi.enter.
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Second, t he contro l sub je c ts were malnstreamed whereas
t he experimental subjec t s were in self-contained c l assrooms.

Birch (1974) said that mainstreaming has a potential possitive effect on the behavioral adjustment of children.
Thus, malnstream1ng may have been partly responsible for
the decrease in SCRS Bcores.

Third , t he teachers may have

put forth extra effort in trying to improve the behavioral
adjustment of their students.

Fourth, the teachers may

have given their students lower SCRS scores on the poottest
because they knew they were involved in an experiment.
Thereby they could have believed that their studento should
have improved over time.

In

addition, it is possible that

this decrease on the scas may not be oignificant becauoe
both t he average pre- and post-test scores were under 150
which represents the cut off score for behavioral adju.t.ent.
In summary, this study provide. evidence that for
elementary aged EMR children, the KIPS prograa leads to
an increased capacity to think in terms of solutions to
interparsonal problems

and that this increase in problem-

solving ability may lead to improved behavioral adjustaent.
The data support Spivack and Shure's (1974) theory that
·certain problem-solVing abilities mediate behavioral
adjustment and that enhancing these abilities enhances
behavioral adjust.ent to the extent they are implicated"
(p. 106).

In addition, the results of this project have

provided a reply to Spivack and Shure's (1974) comaent.
They stated that "Aa yet we do not know the level of 1n-
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telle ctua l abil i t y below which the program is i neffective
(mental subnorma lity)" (p . 106) .

From t he results of the

project, one can possibly conclude that t he program appears
to be effective for elementary aged El1R children.
Other Factors

An encouraging finding is tha t the program was effectively carried out using a consultation model (Caplan,
1970 ).

Spivack and Shure (1 974), in their work with de-

veloping problem-solving abilities of children, also found
the consultation model to be effective.

In the present

project, the teachers did all of the training with the
children.

This arrangement savss time for the experimenter.

He spent only about two to three hours a week implementing
the project.

This time was dsvoted to tsacher training.

Beside being cost effiCient, this arrangement allows the
mental health worker the ability to reach many mors childrsn
than would otherwise be possible.

The consultation model

used also allows the experimenter to utilize one of the
most important and often overlooked resources, the teacher.

A beneficial by-product of the project wss a change in
the teachers' problem-solving styles .

The teachera, by

instr ucting the children in problem-solving techniques,
a lso lear ned a new a pproach in Bolving problems themselves.

It would appear that a change in the teachers' attitudes
toward classroom problems would enhance the generalization

of t he treatment effects for the children.

The teachers

can also use this approach with other classes.
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Two key assets of t his program include t he overall
length and the daily presentation time.

The progr am lasted

only about five and one-half weeks and took from 10 to 40
minutes each day to present.
According to Spivack, Platt, and Shure (1976), changes
in behavior lag behind changes in problem-solving abilities.
Thus, the behavioral improvements demonstrated by the experimental subjects (as measured by the SCRS) should continue to emerge after the end of this program.
Limitations of the Study
The first limitation of this study was the lack of a
matched sample.

As mentioned earlier, the experimental

subjects were in self-contained cla•• roo.s, and the control

subjects were mainstreamed.

In addition, the subjects

were not matched according to SES or IQ.

Due to the non-

consideration of these factors, there may be need to qualify t he results of the comparisons done between the control
and experimental subjects.
The second limitation was the restricted sample papulation.

Since only students from rural areas were in-

cluded, it is difficult to conclude what implications the
program has for

E~rn

children in urban areas.

However, it

seems reasonable to assume that the program would be ef-

fective with elementary aged EMR children in urban areas
since Spivack and Shure's ( 1974) program was effective with
non-re·tarded children from urban areas.
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The third limitation was the s hort length of time of
this study.

Due to this time limitation, it was not pos-

sible to verify the primary hypothesis of this study which
was t hat problem-solving training can snhanoe the adeptive
behavior of EMR children and allow for successful integration into the least restrictive environment.
SUmmery and Suggestions for Future R•••arah

The results of this study are encouraging.

It appears

that Shure and Spivack's (1 978) KIPS program is effective
with rural elementary aged EMR children.

The program has

not only produced cognitive changes (as measured by the
PIPS Test), but it has also produced behavioral changes
(as measured by the SCRS Scale).

This study's results

appear to support D'Zurilla and Goldfried's (1971) and
Spivack and Shure's (1974) interpersonal problem-solving
theories which ars that interpersonal cognitive problemsolving skills play a major role in directing behavior.
As mentioned earlier, many EMR children tend to be
placed in the self-contained classroom because of inadequate
self-control (Birch, 1971) .

It is antiCipated that ths

improvement in self-control exhibited by the experimental
subjects during this study will be sufficient to allow
them to be integrated into the regular classroom.
The success of this study, combined with the success
of Spivack and Shure's work in problem-solving training,
hss opened up many areas for future research.

Five sug-

gestions are presented below that will allow further in-
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vestigation o f the r o le of problem-solving in behavioral
adjustment and a lso may per mi t t he creation of more ef-

fective problem-solvi ng training progr awB and evaluation
measures for the se pr ograms.

First, it is i mportant t o investigate whether Shure
and Spivack's ( 1976) KIPS program is e f fsct i ve with verbal
ch ildren havi ng I O's below 50 .

This is considered im-

portant because Shure and Spivack's program was shown to

be effective wi t h chi ldren having IO's betwsen 50-75.
We have Btill not provided en a nswer to Spivack and Shure's
comment t hat t hey do not know at what lower I Q level the
progr am iB ine ffective.

I t also seemB to be important to

f ind out a t what age level. Shure and Spivack'. KIPS program
is not ef fective.

I n this study, Shure and Spivack' KIPS

program was found to be .uccessrul with children as old as

14.

Another study might inve.tigate the effectiveness of

Shure and Spivack's program with children over 14 ysars
of age.
Second, as Urbain and Kendall (1960) have suggested
in their review of problem-solving studies, multiple
measures need to be used in studying the effectiveness
of problem-solving approaches.

The multiple measures

would allow one to examine the influence of problemsolving programs on various lOPS skills and possibly
obtain more accurate behavioral adjustment estimates.
Spivsck end Shure (1974) have mentioned several ICPS
skills that they consider important in improving behavioral
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adj ustment.

One IepS s kills is consequentis l thinking ,

which is the a bility to foresee alternative actions that
mi gh t happen next after a person has carried out a solution
to

0

problem .

A t e st to measure consequential thinking 1s

Shuro and Spiveck's What Happens Next? game.
ski l l

~ pi vack

Another IepS

and Shure mentioned was causal thinking which

io the a bility to relate one event to another over time
with re8ard to why the first event might have preCipitated
the act i on.
book

Spivack, Platt, and Shure (1976) in thsir

The Problem-SolviDg Approach to Adjustment

suggest

differsnt tests to measure causal thinking.
Another IepS skill judged by Spivack and Shure to be
important in problem-solving is means-ends thinking which
is the ability to state the step by step means that may be
necessary to carry out a solution.
dsscribe a

~Ieans-Ends

Spivack and Shure

Problem-Solving Teat in their book

Social Adjustment ot Young Children

which can be used to

measurs means-ends thinking.
In addition to the lepS skills, there are several
methods Which can be used to evaluate problem-solving
programs by examining the behavioral adjustment ot children.
One method that is usually omitted in many ot the proble __
solVing studiss is behavioral msasurements.

A possible

method of quantifying classroom misbehavior could include
counting the number of times a child was sent to the principal's otfice tor disruptive behavior.

Other method. tor

evaluating the children's behavior could include selt-
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r epor t (having the chi l d ra te himsel f ) , peer r at i ngs
(having the children r ate t heir c l assmates ) , and parents'
ratings of their children's behaviors.

These procedures

may allow one to examine differ ent f acets of behavioral

adjustment .
A third suggestion is that of determining whether modification of Shure and Spivack 's (1 978) KIPS program can
increase the program's effectiveness.

One way to modify

the program is to add other problem-solVing techniques
used by various researchers in the area of problem-solving.
For example, one could add role-playing exerciss., commun-

ication skills training (e.g., helping children express
what is upsetting them), and assertiveness training.

In

addition, many behavioral techniques can be utilized to
increase the effort put forth by childrsn during the
program and to help motivate the children to apply what
they have learned to areas outside the classroom.

Kendall

and Hollon (1 979) have covered many of these behavioral
strategies in their book

Cognitive-Behavioral InteryentioDs:

Theory. Research. and Procedures.

Another modification to

the KIPS program could include having the advanced students
serve as leaders in the program.
Fourth, the informal use of Shure and Spivack's program
is considered important (Shure & Spivack, 1978).

It would

seem essential to monitor the teacher's informal use ot the
training program.

One possible method could be to e.tab-

lish a list of objectives concerning the informal u.e of
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t he pr ogr am for ea ch less on .

'rhe ob j ectives can i nc lude

exercise s t hat a teacher can use c!.urlng t he s chool day

t hat a llow t he children opport unit ies to pra ctice t he ir
newly learned s kills.

To help insure tha t the teachers are

meeting the objectives, t hey could be provided with daily
checklists including the objectives to be met each day.
Fifth, in addition t o focusing the attention on
changes occurring with the children, one could measure
changes in attitudes of the teachers presenting the program.
A possible measure would be to develop a questionaire on
classroom management.

This could be given to the teachers

at specified times during the program .

One might look at

the changes in teachers' attitudes concerning classroom
management as a function of presenting the program.

These

areas would Beem to be essential because the teacher.'

attitudes toward classroom management will probably have
an important effect on the success ot the problem-solTing
program with t he children .
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Figure Caption
Figure 1.

Mean number of alternatives given on the

Preschool Interpersonal Problem-Solving Test (PIPS) before
and after the training program ( E - experimental group;
C . control group) .
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Fi gure Caption
Figure 2 .

Mean score on the Self-Control Rating

Scale (SCRS ) before and after the training program (E =
experimental group; C

a

control group).
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Appendix A
Parental Consent For m

Dear Parent/Guardia n:
Your child ha s been selected to participate in a
r e s e arch proj ect at school .

The purpose of the project

is to develop the soc ial skills of children.

The project

will not interfere with or take away from your child's
educational training.

All information and materials will

be strictly confidential, and the result. will not be
used in any placement decision.

The project will be conducted by Dr. Pfohl, Professor
of Psychology at Western Kentucky University.

Any quss-

tions concerning the project may be directed to either of
the researchers involved.

Sincerely,
Principal

Child's Name ___________________________
I agree to let my child participate in the project.
_________________________________ Signature
I do not agres to let my child participate in the project.
___________________________________ Signature
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Appendix B
Preschool Int er per sonal Proble m- Solving Te s t

1) Truck

(Doll)

lien:':; "

(c.l) •• ,Johnny).

Itl' ':H.1 n.1me written a ll pic.;lllt.'e .::and plolCC IJiclUrc
upriyht: u~~12-i~c . Hryl~ C il5 C.

This is D (".g., Jinuny.)
PlolCC

picture Ih :xl to the "/I." char.,ett.! ,' ,

C':l0 you tell inC! Whilt Lhi:; toy i107

Let child

n:-~ipo l\(l,

Ti'fi"Cl?u-lic . --..

and correctly

iclcntifL~~

Yes, a Lruck (doll).
PlolCC the toy picture

~o

ic ovcrlolps thill of

the "1\" ell"" L'oJC tee.
NOw ,

I\.
l illll! ,'lOll

Ih\:; hCl~1I P1.lyilhl wllh lhifi truck. (Jul]) for a 10nlJ
IJ ""'.1n l!; <.l ..:!lillh.:1J to pl .. y wilh it.
But: A kcl..'p!> 011

pl.lyilhJ with it.

HcmOl'L Cue:
\~ho' s LJ~cn plul'inq wi th the
tru""Clt (iIuTl) (or a lClIHJ timfl?
You can
poillt.
~,=-'} I~i...!!!. • ..!.:!:}' JX)!~.
'l'holt's ri~Jht,
1\ I~~!."-.~tf)_ ~l. villo w ~lnLS t<? play with it. ']
.. et c !'!2...ld n· ~'.r,ofl(l. 'l'hdt'S J.:l.C;ht , U {poi n t
~r.

Nh'll c.-In B Ip~!1~ ~~n J

do so he

(ahc) c~" have a cholncc

to pl~lY with th ~ LrucK (doll)? Point to t.0y... (~
t-'olnuul ror probinq tcchniqucu (do, say. etc . ])

(['1:" ilbov(~

iIH,lic .:a l:c!l prohe)

...... . ....... . ......... ......................... . ... ...... .. ..

Note.

Arter (il: !;t rcl~v ' lnt solution i:.i lIiven, ~ ; ,)y:
Tholt's ONI;;
way.
Now til e roc,", of. this CjumoJ i~t.otnin k of lot::; of ...·ar!>
t o qet ,J. chance Lo pl~y with ~Q?~, O.~.1
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4!)

Shove l

C.

IIc£c'~

i\nu herc's D.
I ' la~c

:.. 11(.1

wil.1t is

p ic.:tllcl.! next to t.h t! " e n ch"1.rilct. c r .
thi ~j

toy?

l.et chi l d rcti >oIH1, amI correctl
1
lice
c.
GouLl,

,I

iucntif

to

s lluve l .

1 ~l. o"Il:t :

U\ •.! shove l 50 it

'Elic ·itC',i-Cllac.J.ctc r.

ovcrl.lp ~

the l'il:LurC of

NoW,

<.: h ':IS UCCII pl'lyinc) with thi z :.;IIQvcl il11 ,uuciling
....·ants to h.we .J. c.:h.:lncc to play with this !lhovcl •
Uut C keeps on plilyiny with it.

illid

I)

~~moq~ C,:!_c:

\01110 ' 5 bee II plilyincJ with Lhe
!;h o vcl .alf 1110 1-n i1l9 7 You Ciln point .
I.et
~'I~~ L ~~ Ct·:: !~I.• '1'11,,1.'5 l' iyht , c. {l'o iil~
Lo C . J \-lho ....."lllt:. tn pl.:lY wilh it? l.et

i.: liiIil l.·cBi>Onu.

'J'holt 's right, 0 Ipoi~to UI.

'l'lw mcmOl'y cue m.irJht be shol"t. cm.:u to h'ho h.:J.s
iL?

(Child p o illt!>.)

\-:ho W,lnL!:> it?

( C hi 11.1

puints . )

f,)ue: ; tion
I~Ji. !!.t:_ l"f~ . ..!.!1 do :;0 h e ( she ) can have ., c..:h.1nce
to pl a y wlLh lht.· !;\ioveli Point to !jhovcl.

h' h>1L Colli I.l

I'l·ohe ;:tccorclillCj to c h ihl ' s
IiIi~: III u a 1 .

respon~c

as illuOLratctl
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J)

Kile
PresenL
r CS
.--.
--- -t.IH!
.. - ~ni<.:L\l
,-.
. ---~~.£~.:' ~~ ~ :":"'_: ~1. ~1!.·_1 .~:.:!.

'J'hi:;

hi

E

__. --- - ._. .. .

--in-- ._~i"ll;I
... .C
\.Ih!

olud thi:. i:i 1'- ,

111"'III/H ~I.·

Thiti loy in

. I~i

in

~I

l.ct.

child respond ,' nu c_,? rrc<':L~~l:'!.!...tiU'~c lO~ .if ~_cu ~
\'1.! 5 , .l kite.
1n lllLs sLol' YE--"hol Sbl.!Cn PL.:lYln<J W.lth tlu~
ki tc for ol lony time I .:l11 1II0rnin<J , and l' wants to play
with this kite.
1.:: .... ccps nn playing with it.

Memory Cue - Judge need (or usc
1 LInd 2

(::'00

stories

\oJhat cun 1-' I ~int tE-.!:1 do so he (she) can get a chance
to play with tTiClU..tc " Point to kite.

------------------------------------------------------------------

4) Swing

Prc!>cnt the pic lures .in the !iamc ffiiloncr ns in
prcv.ioll~

storic:'i.

Here
i5 r. ilnel hcrc~ ':J II.
C<ln you tell III~ whut thi~ i~?
J. u l <:.~l!~ _~·~E~I'd. Goril i. a f;;wilhj.
Nn w G Ihl~ .lJ cen I, l <lyin'j
unth .l:; ~;w Jn y ...liKI II w.lnt::> a ch<.lnce on the !>WIIHj.
G keeps
playing with it.
""emocy Cue - JUUr)C nt:!cd for. usc

ouestio n :

What ColO II (1)~i!!.!:....!.c!......!~ J
t o l~l.'1Y 0 11 the !lW u 'I..{1

do

::>0

1'0 i 11 t

he
lo

(~hc)
:i~'.L:..

Cl.iO

h.lYC ol

C h ~IfICC

..,..- --

•
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~)

Drum
!:~~I:.~~'.!..I_~_tll.!::_~~l_lIl.· t! ~i
E~ )lIS s L ur lC!~.

in Lhe

!'.lII\C

m. l nn.-:l." .L!; in

lI "rl'
1:;
,J .... nu lhi s is K.
Anti wilt'll i!i this tOy "jI
chilli 1-1!~ l ltl .
Goou, a Llrum. J keep s o n plolyiny

toel:

with

thi~ dru-m .:Iilil K would like to h.1VC a ch,Jucc to play
with this drulII .

QUCSLiOl.,!.:
\\' l l dt L' ..

n I : Il~. !!!-.l. .l~_ ~)

lhink or lo do :;0 he

h<1vC ,I e h,ll\ce tu play with lhe drum?

U.hc) c')'n

Po int t o (hum.

I

------------------------------------------------------ ------------

6) Boal

!.:.~c.~~ !!~_J:!..!= t.1I
PCI! 'I IOU:;

'I' ll is

i:;

L

rc r. i n tile:

:;,l1li0 111.', noer iJ ~

is ",.

Llli ~

in

stor .l t;.! :;.

."lnd th i s

llIH.!

toy i s

<l.

Ll!I: chi ILl n~~jp(Jnd.
i'..:o!.:,.J. bO.:l t.
L k\~ CP5 on pIuYl.ng with
tid!> boatarllJ M w.lnt!> .:l chuncc to I.JI ': I:" will i it.

Oue :;tioll :
Wh .lt Cull ".1 IC~ jllt _!--£_J:,!I d o :;u 11\: (:;)1(..') c un h.J.v c
t v pla y wiLh the Lv.iL'!
l'u inL ll' lIo. I L.

ol

ch.i.ncc
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7) Top

lI\! rc
i.~
N .1.lle l thi5 15 O.
1\1ll! wl ,.., t i:; lhiti toy "
J,c t chilli t-cspond.
'l'h is i5 .., lipillllinC] LOp.
Now N

Keeps on plilYlmJ\... ith thi:; top and 0 would like .J chance
to play with it.
Uu t N keeps on playinq with it.
fo1cmory Cue -

Judge need for usc

QUt.:!Jtio n :
\~ha t C.III

0

Ipo inL Lo III

do so h e

(!.ihc)

C . lIl <jet

to play

with t he t:op 'I- '!;oTiiCTo to p.

I------------------~-- -- ------ -- -------------- - ----I

:
,,
I

:
I

Ex_~ ~~~;~.0_.£:!

U~; I.!

onl y if J

di(h'rl' l1t so luti on:; ,I l"e l.llVt'U .
1\110w the lI :; lw l J pro hc !1 uut stop ~I t t ill! li r~. L

:,

,I
:
I

,
,
-------------------------------------------------to y for which no new solution i!i CJivclI.

U)

Pi.lno -

I)

1'cdtly nColr -

1n) 'I'c lcpho ll c -
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r·loLhC L"

P c olJll:1II

tJow

WI, IL' C

(m .lllllUUIIl O [

t)ut lHJ

to

fiv..:)

C lhlZlt J C

th e st or y.

\Vu'n: CjoillCj

La m,1y.c

u p !';(.llll l! :; I.tI .. h'~ ; ilt-Ou t c lliJdn: 1I and tlleir mOlllm ios. 'I'hcs c
<Ir e j ll :; L p t: I' LC lld (make-beli e v e ) stories. O.K . ?
lIere' s
the fir s L olle.
1) Droken Flower l'ot

!lere's P.

This is piS mOIn/ny.

(Very "!'ilmollle ,llly) l.el':: pff~lfmLl tlhlt P ju s t broke his
(he r) momm.y 's fuvocitc (lowe r pot <lnu h e (she) is a£rolid
his Iher) mOlluuy mi!Jht be meld olt him (h er) .
/o1 ' !lIH.lry Cu e :

Yes

I

What did II do?

Let ch i h.l r cspoud.

hI.! Lrake he1.' fclvoritc flower pot.
Ot l c~ t ioll

\·l hLlt. C;IlI I' d ll

~;o

lI i3

:

(Iu or ) mOlllln y wi ll not be molO?

----------------------------------------------------------------2) SC L'a tcli Ull '1'o.lblc
11' 1\..' 1, ' ( ':. I' rl ~ l l..· I HJ I h ,l l U :; I' ,· ,l l<.: ht' !l hi o (h0L' ) molh, !!:" '!;
WUUdL' U l . lId ~ ' ,Inti ( y::,!. .L ~1.':..!.'!~ ': 'l. k,J 11 y. r..i'"ul.~Liu ,J-.!!~pLiun)
il mali c ;1 I, jc) s!.:r.~tch ur mark on the tCl1).l.C.
illS {Ti'CrT

mommy ml'Jhl ue nlau uuout thol.t.

Cill l (,.1 do ~o h i :. (11 ,'1 ' ) rnuliltlly wi 11 n o t hI.! 1II,ILl
OwrJ 1" ·..·, ". :.(.· ilL' !:I: r.'ltr:l! c c! hrr l.l hic ?

\·Sh.,l

.~t

hi m
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Ou-r) m ,., th"'r· · !~ b c :a rtrt:':-:~ ,,"J hI:' (: ;.h..') U I _,(raitJ his ( h er)
mloUw r llliqhl be ru ..,<.l .It hun (hCl) .
~1C'1 :'o ry Cue

-

JUtIgc ne e o

Cot' U!; C'

<'lHesti~
~';h ~lt Co.lIl

hir!

It do s o
(he l' ) ?

his

(her) rnonuny will

not be I!'"d

.1t

------------------------_.--------- • .. _------------------_.--.---!:.r: ::..=.:.~'l .I~r:iclU !.~:.:~ ~lIll.

:l:lttl\.' rn.Jlmcr as in pre vious

:;lor t •.:: • •

One

~

d ol"

tOl'C

~omc

paC}c.m in hi:; (her)

!.lvo ritc L OQic. .l nu he (:.hc)
mo t~lcr

"hat

molhc.!r·~

W.:lS .noraitJ hi u (her)

mi ght be mold.

C.'\1l

~

do !;o his (her) ..,nnun y won't be mad?
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Ex tra rotor: lC'!.;

Only if

~

different $I)lutiou:; .lce <;ilJ(:lI.

1\110w the usuill )

probe:.; but

~, :;

the child mi:.!.ic!"

I t

I:• • 111

~top

as !ioon

[ l ' lltt to !il.lr t

ch..tr.\ctcr -A".

hi'" alrcOldy.·

(IV"'''' \o.'1tll c h11d
1.'lh' child moly 5ilY ·1 s.') ...

Just.. GilY: -1 know, you're

t)ivin~J

so 1I't00ny ideas we h,'\vc to star~ .111
0\.'('1' with the!;c pictuJ ' C:~ or children .· ';hc
c hilu will aCt:cpt thi:; l·xp1.1 n.:ltic..' :I.

-----------------------.------------------------
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Append ix C

SELF-CONTROL RATING SCALE
Phi ll ip C. Kenda ll and Lance E. Wi lcox (1979) University of Minnesota
Please rate this chi ld accord i ng to t he descri pt io ns bel ow by f i ll i ng in
the approp i ate number . The underl i ned 4 in the cen te r of the row r e p~
resents where the average chi ld wou ld fal lo n this item . Please do not
hesitate t o use t he en t ire range G( poss ibl e rat ings .

Child ' s Name ________ ________
ITEM RATING SCALE
1

2

Na ximum- Self-Control

3

4

5

Average Sel f-Control

6

7

Ma ximum- Impulsivfty

When the child promises to do something. can you count on him or her to do it?
Does the child butt into games or activities even when he or she hasn't been
invited?
3. Can the child deliberately calm down when he or she is excited or all wound up?
4. Is the quality of the child's work all about the same or does it vary a lot?
5. Does the child work for long-range goals?
6. When the child asks a question. does he or she wait for an answer, or jump to
something else (e .g .• a new question) before ~fting for an answer?
7. Does the child Interrupt inapproplately in conversations with peers, or walt
his or her turn to speak?
8. Does the child stick stick to what he or she is doing until he or she is
, finished with it?
9. Ooes the child follow the instructions of responsible adults?
10. Does the child have to have everything right away?
11 . When the child has to wait In line, does he or she do so patiently?
12. Ooes the child sit still ?
13. Can the child follow sugg. stlons of others in group projects, or does he or she
insist on i_posing hi s or her own id.. s?
14. Ooes the child have to be reminded several times to do something before he or
she does it?
15 . When reprimanded, does the child answer back inappropiately?
16. Is the child accident prone?
17. Does the child neglect or forget regular chores or tasks?
18. Are there days when the child seems incapable of settling down to work?
19. Would the child more likely grab a smaller toy today or wait for a larger toy
tomorrow. if given the choice?
20 . Ooes the child grab for the belongings of others?
2l. Does the child bother others when they' re trying to do things?
22 . Does the child break basic rules?
23 . Ooes the child watch where he or she i s going?
24 . In ans.ering quest ions . does the child give one thoughtful answer , or blurt
out severa' answers all at once?
25 . Is the child easily distracted from h;s or her work or chores?
26. 'Would you describe this ch il d more as careful or careless?
27 . Ooes the child play well wi th peers (fol l ows rules, waits turn , cooperates)?
28. Does the child j ump or switch from activity to activ i ty rather than stlc~ng to
one thing at I t ime?
29 . If • task Is It first to di fficult for the child, will he or she get frustrated
and quit, or first seek help with the problem?
30 . Does the child di srupt games?
3l. Does the child think before he or she acts?
32 . If the child paid oare attention to hi s or her work, do you think he or she
_ld do IlUCh better than at present?
33. Does the chl1d do too many th i ngs at once, or does he or she concentrate on
one thing at a time?
o

"

1.
2.

-

.

Re f erence Notes
1.

Spivack, G.

2.

Shure, M. B.

Personal communication, October, 1980.
Per.o ~al

communication, January, 1981.
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